Modeling aerobic carbon oxidation and storage by integrating respirometric, titrimetric, and off-gas CO2 measurements.
A method for detailed investigation of aerobic carbon degradation processes by microorganisms is presented. The method relies on an integrated use of the respirometric, titrimetric, and off-gas CO(2) measurements. The oxygen uptake rate (OUR), hydrogen ion production rate (HPR), and the carbon dioxide transfer rate (CTR) resulting from the biological as well as physicochemical processes, coupled with a metabolic model characterizing both the growth and carbon storage processes, enables the comprehensive study of the carbon degradation processes. The method allows the formation of carbon storage products and the biomass growth rates to be estimated without requiring any off-line biomass or liquid-phase measurements, although the practical identifiability of the system could be improved with additional measurements. Furthermore, the combined yield for biomass growth and carbon storage is identifiable, along with the affinity constant with respect to the carbon substrate. However, the individual yields for growth and carbon storage are not identifiable without further knowledge about the metabolic pathways employed by the microorganisms in the carbon conversion. This is true even when more process variables are measured. The method is applied to the aerobic carbon substrate degradation by a full-scale sludge using acetate as an example carbon source. The sludge was able to quickly take up the substrate and store it as poly-beta-hydroxybutyrate (PHB). The PHB formation rate was a few times faster than the biomass growth rate, which was confirmed by off-line liquid- and solid-phase analysis. The estimated combined yield for biomass growth and carbon storage compared closely to that determined from the theoretical yields reported in literature based on thermodynamics. This suggests that the theoretical yields may be used as default parameters for modeling purposes.